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During a demonstration flight, an aircraft servicing an SS.77 Potez 54 C reconnaissance aircraft, carrying a general and a test
pilot, falls to the ground and crashes. The investigation of the accident is assigned to the Commissaire de Police (Jean-Pierre
Cassel), who has been on the case from the beginning, while his friend and partner Major Jean-Marie Boiteau (Jean-Pierre

Cassel) is studying the documents of the case. The investigation leads the commissioner to the conclusion that the incident was
not an accident. A Potez employee falls under suspicion and tries to convince Boiteau that he is to blame. Meanwhile, the

commissioner turns to Colonel Antoine de Castello, a former Special Forces unit commander and parachuting instructor, and
instructs him to find the man who was in the cockpit at the time of the incident. The colonel finds a witness, an elderly man who
remembers the moment of the fall. It is a certain Professor Henri de Monde. He claims that it was his grandson Pierre. Antoine,
knowing that his grandson had parachuted out of an airplane in defiance of a ban, decided to see if the jump was related to the

death of his partner. In the meantime, Pierre and his partner, Police Major Michel Dunois, decide to fly to Spain to visit
Michel's mother. In Barcelona, they are met by agents of the secret police. Pierre is taken to an unknown destination. Learning
that he is missing, Antoine sets out to find him. On the way he meets a young woman named Sara. The young woman tells him
that Pierre ran away with her daughter and asks her to help find him, but Antoine does not take her words seriously. Soon he

realizes that another person is missing - his wife Anne. After all these events, Antoine realizes that Sara is the daughter of Pierre
and Anne. He takes her with him and they go in search of his wife and daughter. Together they learn that Anne and Pierre have

been brutally murdered and Sarah has been kidnapped. Sarah confesses that she is Anna's daughter.
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